Design any label with Brady
Workstation apps

B RADY -

YOUR COMPLETE WORK SAFETY SOLUTION PROVIDER

Find out more safety products from our extensive portfolio. Visit www.bradyeurope.com or contact your nearest
Brady Distributor.

D O -I T -Y OURSELF S IGN M AKING

Brady Workstation offers professional, intuitive apps to design quality product and cable labels and
safety signs. Label design becomes easier, faster and quickly adaptable to new label norms thanks to
centralised updates.

Brady offers a full range of printer solutions to make your own Safety
Signs. Choose from a variety of capabilities and options to provide high
quality, cost-effective printing on a complete line of labelling materials.

S ELECT

I NDUSTRIAL , E LECTRONIC & E LECTRICAL
I DENTIFICATION

THE APPS YOU NEED

Simply select the apps you need, download the 30-day trial and purchase when satisﬁ ed. Available
product, cable, safety and facility identiﬁ cation apps enable you to:

Our world-class label series are engineered to be long-lasting, withstand
the harshest environments and work for a variety of applications. When it
comes to identifying and tracking products, equipment and components,
Brady is the company you trust when performance matters most.

• design and edit custom labels and signs
• design label templates and lock elements for consistency

S AFETY S IGNS - I MPORTANT

• create text-only cable labels
• automate label creation

INFORMATION AT THE POINT OF NEED

• easily import data

We offer more than 8,000 different signs for safety, maintenance and
facility identiﬁcation.
• Designed to withstand even the harshest industrial environments
• Bright colours, bold text and intuitive pictograms
• Compliant with the latest standards and regulations
• Highly visible and easy to understand communication

• easily set up complex label sequences
• easily design CLP-chemical labels
• print lockout procedures, tags and energy source labels
• design safety and facility signs.

A VAILABLE

IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGES

Brady Workstation apps are available in 20 languages, including English, French, German,
Russian, Spanish, Italian, Polish and Dutch. Select your language before downloading from the
drop down menu.

E ASILY

Simply download Brady Workstation to your desktop and add the applications you need:
www.workstation.bradyid.com

CONNECT TO YOUR PRINTER

Brady Workstation works seamlessly with a range of Brady desktop and portable printers. Brady’s
high-end label printers also offer bi-directional communication with Brady Workstation and will inform
users if they have to switch label materials to print speciﬁc label designs. Printer compatibility is shown
in Brady Workstation on an app by app basis.

Quickly design labels and signs
with Brady Workstation Apps
30 day free trial for every app!
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SIGN DESIGN

Design custom labels and signs, edit label templates and plug in extra tools to gain efﬁ ciency with high value,
multifunctional apps.
Application

Print Partner

Manage Files

Label Settings

Batch Print

Sequence

Excel Import

Template Editor

Advanced Sequence

Advanced Import

Custom Designer Lite

Custom Designer

Print Ruler

Description

Save time, reduce errors and establish label consistency with the Print Partner app. Non-editable fields
keep label layouts and information safe, while users can easily enter data into variable fields and then
print. This app works with both Brady Workstation and LabelMark templates.

Need to see and organise your label files from all of your apps in one place? The Manage Files app lets
you manage all of your saved files from one screen, with options to preview, categorise and delete your
files without going into each app separately.

Save time and reduce errors by setting default horizontal and vertical printing adjustments when using
specific label supplies with a specific printer. The Label Settings app also allows you to define custom
label supplies for use with Brady Workstation, similar to the “Custom Parts feature in LabelMark.

The Batch Print app is your one-stop shop for grouping files to print together. By batching similar files
together to print as one job, you can save ribbon and tape materials. And if you need to print the same
files again and again, you can save your jobs for faster reprints.
With the Sequence add-on module, you can create a separate label for each value in a numeric or
alphanumeric sequence. The sequence is defined by setting the starting number, total number of labels
and increment interval. It works with Custom Designer, Custom Designer Lite, Text Labels and Print
Partner apps.
The Excel Import add-on module lets you import Excel data onto your labels, creating a separate label for
each row in your spreadsheet. It supports both .xls and .xlsx formats, and works with Custom Designer,
Custom Designer Lite, Text Labels and Print Partner apps.
For more consistent, accurate labels, the Template Editor add-on module available in Custom Designer,
Custom Designer Lite and Text Labels editor apps allows you to set elements on your labels to be editable
or locked. Once completed, your finished templates can be used in Print Partner or Data Automation apps
to easily enter data onto your labels.
Define a sequence with multiple counters and create a separate label for each value in the sequence with
the Advanced Sequence add-on module. You can set each counter to increment independently or after a
different counter has finished. It works with Custom Designer, Custom Designer Lite, Text Labels and Print
Partner apps.
When you need data-import capabilities beyond Excel, use the Advanced Import add-on module. It creates
a separate label for each item in the source data imported from .CSV, .TXT, Excel, MS Access, OLE DB and
SQL. In addition, you can filter and sort, edit your SQL query and select individual records to import. This
module works with Custom Designer, Custom Designer Lite, Text Labels and Print Partner apps.
When all you need is a simple label editor to add text, bar codes, graphics and shapes to your labels,
Custom Designer Lite is the ideal tool. This “no frills label editing app also lets you customise labels
created in any other Brady Workstation app.

Availability

PAID

FREE

A PPS
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L ABEL &

WIRE LABEL DESIGN

Quickly design text only label, automate label data imports, or switch from horizontal to vertical label data
alignment with practical apps for product and cable label design.
Application

Description

Availability

FREE

LabelMark 4 Converter

Do you have LabelMark 4 files? The LabelMark 4 Converter does just what it says: converts your files for use
in Brady Workstation. You can convert a single file or all files in a single folder at once. (You do NOT need this
utility for files from LabelMark 5 or 6, as these files can be opened directly within Custom Designer, Custom
Designer Pro or Text Labels without needing to convert them.)

Data Automation

Save time and reduce errors with Data Automation. By automatically importing data into a pre-defined label
template and printing to a designated printer, this app allows label printing to become a part of your daily
processes seamlessly. It runs in the background so you won’t have to interrupt your work just to print a label.

SIGN CREATION SUITES

Every Brady Workstation app can be downloaded, tested and purchased separately. Additionally,
Brady Workstation also includes several label design suites that combine apps frequently used to
create product identiﬁcation labels, cable identiﬁcation labels, safety signs and labels, or to set up
automatic label creation processes.

Applications

PAID

PAID

Flip Flop

Automatically swap text items horizontally or vertically on your labels with the Flip Flop add-on module. This
is especially useful for DataCom applications when you just need to reorder your data. It works with Custom
Designer, Custom Designer Lite and Text Labels apps.

PAID

Text Labels

When you need just a few lines of text for a wire or cable marker, the Text Labels app provides a simple,
streamlined experience. It enables you to enter text easily and shows you how many lines of text will fit onto
your label. If you have saved “line mode files from LabelMark 5 and 6, this app fully supports opening them,
with no conversion required.

LabelMark
Upgrade
Suite

Basic
Design
Suite

Product & Wire
Identification
Suite

Product
Wire
Safety & Facility
Data
Identification Identification Identification Automation
Suite
Suite
Suite
Suite

Print
Partner
Suite

Availability

Advanced
Import

+

+

+

+

+

PAID

Advanced
Sequence

+

+

+

+

+

PAID

Arrow Tape

+

PAID

+

FREE

FREE
Batch Print

FREE

Custom
Designer
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Application

Description

CLP (GHS)

Creating chemical labels that meet European CLP requirements just got simpler. After you’ve entered the data
from your SDS once, you can quickly and easily create any sized CLP label at any time. Need bilingual labels?
Those are also supported in the app.

GHS Labels

Creating GHS labels is now amazingly simple. We’ve streamlined the process so you can easily enter the
data from your SDS sheets once, then create and print any size GHS label at any time. Need bilingual labels?
Those are also supported in the app.

PAID

PAID

SIGN DESIGN

Save time and keep employees safe with the Lockout Writer app. This intuitive tool allows you to create, store
and print simple lockout procedures, the associated tags and energy source labels quickly and easily.

Availability

PAID

Print a simple ruler that you can apply when and where you need it. “Brady Labs are experimental apps or
features not ready for full release. Test them out for us, then let us know what you think!

FREE

Excel Import

+

+

+

+

+

PAID

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

PAID

+

PAID

+

PAID

+

+

+

Express Signs
Flip Flop

+

+

PAID

PAID

Lockout Writer

Pipemarker (CLP)

When you need the pipe markers to comply with the CLP European pipe marker standards, Pipe Marker (CLP)
is your solution. Utilising pre-defined templates and layouts, this app allows you to create the customised pipe
markers you need to meet the specific requirements established for your country.

Pipemarker (CLP-Rollform)

For times when you need a CLP-compliant pipe marker that also wraps around your pipe, use the Pipe
Marker (CLP-Rollform) app. With this app and its pre-defined templates, you can create the customised pipe
markers you need using a roll-form layout to wrap around your pipe.

PAID

Arrow Tape

Beyond creating a compliant pipe marker, you need to know which direction the pipe contents are flowing in.
The Arrow Tape app uses pre-defined templates and layouts to help you create a strip of repeating arrows or
icons to wrap around your pipe, showing content direction.

PAID

Express Signs

Create your signs in no time! With the Express Signs app, simply pick a template, enter your information and
print it in minutes. Want to try a different look? With just a single click, you can pick another layout – and
don’t worry, the sign information you entered will stay the same.

FREE

Arc Flash

Quickly and easily create NFPA-compliant arc flash labels with the Arc Flash app. Enter or import the
assessment data for your equipment, then use the built-in templates to create and print your labels with a
few simple clicks. This includes the latest 2015 updates to the NFPA 70E standard.

Manage Files

FREE
PAID

+

PAID
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Converter *
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When you need full label creation capabilities to streamline your work and maximise your investment,
Custom Designer is the app of choice. This premier label editing app includes all of the features of
Custom Designer Lite, plus more barcodes, linked objects, label error checking, subscript/superscript,
advanced editing tools and more. It also opens saved “graphics mode files from LabelMark 5 and 6
without the need to convert.

+

Data
Automation

Easily design safety signs, pipe markers, Lockout/Tagout procedures, arc ﬂ ash labels and CLP-labels with
intuitive apps for safety sign and label design.

FREE

PAID

&

+

CLP (GHS) *

Custom
Designer Lite

+
+

+

+
+

+

PAID

+

The Basic Design Suite is free and enables users to immediately start designing professional
labels and signs before moving on to the more advanced Custom Designer app.
* App is sold separately and not available as part of a suite.

FREE

